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Abstract

Oftentimes, physicians find themselves with only a par-
tial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of a brain, and
not the full volume. That is, it is difficult for physicians to
obtain an MRI scan of the full volume of a patient’s brain.
Instead, physicians may only have a few 2D slices of the full
volume, making diagnostics extremely challenging, as it be-
comes hard to align the scans, and determine where in the
brain each 2D slice is. Thus, we present a method for gen-
erating the entire volume of the brain given as little as one
2D slice. Another application for this 2D to 3D reconstruc-
tion task is to augment and supplement incomplete datasets,
which could potentially be very beneficial to deep learning
based brain imaging research, as most MRI datasets are
quite small. To tackle this 3D reconstruction challenge, we
used numerous previously researched topics, such as gen-
erative adversarial networks (GANs) and pix2pix, before
amalgamating them into our final RNN based model. In
this paper we present our novel end-to-end model for re-
constructing an MRI scan of the entire volume of a brain
from one (or a few) 2D slices and show both quantitatively
and qualitatively on a sample dataset that our model creates
high fidelity reconstructions.

1. Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain scans prove to

be crucial medical diagnostic tools, for both physicians and
computational models alike. However, obtaining MRI scans
of the entire volume of a brain is very expensive, and poses
health concerns for the patient, due to the extensive time it
takes [24]. Thus, it is common practice in the medical field
to only take 2D MRI slices of one (or a few) regions of in-
terest of the brain. However, having only partial 2D slices
of the brain makes it an exceptionally challenging task for
physicians and models to interpret and make accurate diag-
noses and conclusions. This is because it becomes hard to
align the scans, and know where in the brain each 2D slice
actually belongs. Therefore, it becomes advantageous to re-

construct the entire 3D brain, from one (or a few) 2D slices.
In order to do so, we must consider several challenges asso-
ciated with the task of 3D brain reconstructions:

1. Physical Brain Constraints A successful 3D recon-
struction should match the general physical structure
of a brain, regardless of the amount of data presented
in the given slice. For instance, even if the model is
given a 2D MRI slice near an edge of someone’s brain,
the entire brain structure should be able to be repro-
duced.

2. Faithful Flow Capturing Valid 3D MRIs contain
minute structural and intensity changes from slice to
slice; these changes should also be reproduced in 3D
reconstructions.

3. Capturing Sequential Dependencies The task of cre-
ating accurate 3D reconstructions is further made diffi-
cult by the presence of short and long term dependen-
cies between 2D slices; specifically, a slice at times-
tamp t is highly related to slices at timestamps t − 1
and t+ 1, as well as their neighboring slices.

In this paper, we propose MRNGAN, a deep learning model
specifically geared towards 3D MRI generation from 2D
slice(s). Inspired by the success of the pix2pix image trans-
lation model [17] and the general success of GANs for im-
age generation and reconstruction [5], this model incorpo-
rates elements of the pix2pix project along with classifica-
tion, GANs, shallow and deep CNNs, and an RNN to cre-
ate an end to end model suited to accomplishing this task.
Current MRI reconstruction models rely on quantitative ap-
proaches such as Fourier Transforms or fairly simple linear
models. To the best of our knowledge, applying deep learn-
ing to the specific task of MRI reconstruction is a novel
approach, and we hope our end to end model will make
progress on this important task and serve as a solid baseline
for this task of MRI reconstruction and the general field of
2D to 3D reconstruction.
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2. Related Work
While the scope of 3D MRI reconstruction using deep

learning is limited, as this is a novel problem, we still exam-
ined significant related work both related to MRI segmen-
tation as well as general deep learning methods for image
segmentation and image generation.

MRI Reconstruction & Segmentation Current tech-
niques in MRI reconstruction involve methods such as K-
Space Sampling or Fourier image reconstruction [21], [2].
Current model based approaches primarily extend to ba-
sic linear reconstruction instead of deep learning [13]. We
also examined MRI segmentation as a related field, as there
is significantly more deep learning work available for this
problem. Prior works use basic CNN’s for MRI segmenta-
tion, improved upon by use of more complex models such
as the VNet [23], [20]. We used these models to provide
groundwork for our methods, and we also looked to other
related fields, such as the application of UNets for tumor
segmentation [28].

GANs for image generation While not currently used
for MRI generation and completion, GANs are a promising
technique used for general image generation and translation
that learn a distribution through a minimax approach with
a generator and a discriminator. We first looked to simple
GANs for image generation as well as deep convolutional
GANs (DCGANs) to improve GAN performance [26], [22].
However, this does not quite match our desired specifica-
tions, as we wish to generate images conditioned on a previ-
ous image, not simply from a distribution. Thus we looked
at conditional GANs (cGANs), which give the generator an
input image in addition to the noise used to sample from a
distribution [25]. We also examined discoGANs, a model
that generates images of a certain class without knowing
the class by learning a one to one mapping [18]. Similarly,
cycleGAN, which generates images without having a one
to one mapping, is only suitable as a rough approximation
of our task. Since our input is known, and our one-to-one
mapping is well defined, these models are not as applicable
to our problem, so we arrived at the pix2pix model, used for
image translation [17], [5]. However, these models do not
quite take the sequential nature of MRI data into account,
which is why we seek to combine these aspects with RNNs.

RNNs for image generation Since our model involves
combining aspects of GAN-based methods and RNNs, we
also explored the subspace of RNNs for image generation.
One such technique is the DRAW RNN used to generate
MNIST handwriting data in a sequential approach, however
we are interested in RNNs for 3D generation, not 2D. Fur-
ther, DRAW makes more intuitive sense in settings where
images are generated with strokes, rather than all at once
as in our case [15]. Thus, we examined works which use
RNNs and GANs together [14], however these mostly in-
volve using RNNs within GANs, while we believe our prob-

lem is best suited to the opposite approach, as detailed in
the methods section. Finally, we found an end to end model
for recognition and reconstruction in a different field, al-
beit significantly different from our goals and envisioned
architecture, nevertheless this provided a helpful resource
for comparison [27].

3. Methods
In this section we explore and detail potential architec-

tures to solve our 3D MRI reconstruction task. First, we
re-iterate the problem statement and briefly describe our
collection and processing of the data. Then, we proceed
to discussing the components of our model’s architecture,
specifically focusing on our contributions in reconstructing
3D MRIs from a single slice, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1. Problem Definition

MRIs consist of several images taken at various positions
across the brain (slices). Thus, our overall goal is, given a
single brain MRI slice (Xi), to construct the rest of the 3D
brain (Y) where Y consists of multiple 2D slices. In order
to do so, such a model should leverage physical constraints
of the brain (most brains look similar to each other), and the
scan flow constraints (from frame to frame there are consis-
tent transitions). In order to model this structure, we split
this task into multiple steps which we then amalgamate into
an end to end model. This model accounts for the general-
ized structure and relative uniformity of MRI scans, as well
as the sequential 2D to 3D nature of the images, thus cap-
turing the major components of MRIs.

Our first step classifies a given slice’s position within the
3D MRI scan in order to allow for a better understanding
of where in the brain the given slice is. This is referred to
hereafter as Slice Localization. Next, we generate a struc-
tural general model of the average brain that we utilize as a
prior when generating slices, referred to as Brain General-
ization. This will help with our overall 3D reconstruction.
After, we train a model to learn mappings from slices to
subsequent slices, i.e. 2D to 2D reconstructions from slice
Xi to slice Xi+1, or vice-versa. This is referred to as Flow
Generation. Finally, we combine these models into an end
to end learnable RNN architecture to generate a 2D to 3D
mapping, referred to as the overall 3D Reconstruction.

3.2. Dataset

We obtained data from the public website https://
openneuro.org. We used datasets of the BOLD and
EPI format, as recommended by researchers we interviewed
with subject matter expertise. For additional uniformity, we
made sure to only include structural MRIs, not functional
MRIs. After collecting the raw data, we performed signif-
icant preprocessing steps to assemble our final dataset. We
first made sure to only include datasets which similar scan
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Figure 1: System overview. Our overall end-to-end architecture consists of a modified one to many sequence of RNN cells
that generate a timeseries of 2D MRI slices, reconstructing a full 3D MRI. Each RNN cell takes the previous cell’s hidden
state, allowing for formation of dependencies, as well as the previous cell’s output, passed through contextual transforms.
The contextual transform layer captures contextual flow information (in Flow Generation), and structural brain information
(in Slice Localization and Brain Generalization).

orientations, from a top-down level perspective. Next, we
scaled the magnitudes of pixel intensities from being un-
bounded, to falling within the range 0 to 255, as a conven-
tional single-channel image. We additionally set the spatial
size of each slice to 256 by 256 pixels. Finally, we threw
out slices that were misaligned, overly noisy, or contain-
ing other body parts through some simple heuristics. This
resulted in a dataset consisting of more than 13,500 MRI
slices from 62 full 3D brain scans, as shown in Figure 2.
These were split randomly 80% into a training set, 10% into
a validation set, and 10% into a test set, brain by brain, so
that 50 full brain scans were placed in the training set, and
6 each in the training and validation sets.

3.3. Slice Localization

We define the subtask of slice localization as classifying
the position of a single 2D slice with a 3D image. We had
the option of formulating this as a regression problem, i.e.

predicting as a percentage of the image within a continuous
interval of 0 to 1 where 0 is the start and 1 the end of the
image, or a discretized classification task where we treat
each slice index as a label. We chose to adopt the former
approach, as we want to take into account the distance from
the correct slice when evaluating loss, and this also has the
added benefit of being able to be applied to an MRI with an
arbitrary number of slices (i.e. brain MRIs with a different
number of 2D slices).

The goal of our model architecture for this specific clas-
sification task is to learn specific input image features that
determine where in the brain we are, and thus a variety of
different architectures ranging from feed forward networks
to shallow and deep convolutional layers may apply. Af-
ter an extensive model and hyperparameter search, as dis-
cussed in Experiments, we obtained the best results with
a relatively shallow set of 2D convolutional layers. More
specifically, our architecture consisted of four 2D convolu-
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Figure 2: Visualization of multiple slices at different po-
sitions within a single MRI in the dataset. A single MRI
consists of several 256 by 256 slices at different intervals
within the brain. The color scheme indicates the intensity,
where purple, blue, and yellow correspond to low, medium,
and high intensity respectively.

tional layers, each with kernel size of 3 by 3, using padding
to keep the spatial size the same and with ReLU activations
after each convolution. The number of filters were halved
for each of the first three layers, going from 128, down to
64, and down to 32. The last convolutional layer had an
output of 1 filter, which was flattened and passed through
a dense layer with 256 nodes, with ReLU activation, which
was finally passed through a sigmoid activated output node.
This output, between 0 and 1, represented where in the brain
the 2D slice is (0 means at the very start, 1 means at the
very end). In this architecture, the convolutional layers de-
termine image features, and the dense layers combine the
image features to perform the classification. This is illus-
trated as the blue boxed architecture in Figure 1.

3.4. Brain Generalization

For Brain Generalization, the goal is to generate a rough
approximation of the overall structure of a 3D MRI, i.e.
capturing basic components shared by all healthy brains.
This structure will help guide our final model in making
accurate reconstructions. The solution to this problem is
a typical application of the GAN model, as a GAN is two
neural networks, a generator and a discriminator, that are
trained in opposition to each other, in a minimax format as
in Equation 1. The generator learns the distribution of some
data, and the discriminator learns to tell whether an image is
generated or is truly sampled from the learned distribution.
At its core, the discriminator D takes a sample x and out-
puts D(X) with label real or generated, while the generator
G takes a random hidden variable z as input which it uses
to generate the brain from the distribution G(z):

min
G

max
D

(Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼pz(x)

[log(1−D(G(z)))])
(1)

Our problem is slightly different in that we want to gen-
erate an overall 3D image with meaningful sequential and
temporal relations. Although we can directly generate this
3D image within a GAN context, the generator must es-
sentially create N perfect 2D slices, where N refers to the
number of slices in the original 3D brain, thus making it rel-
atively straightforward for the discriminator to exploit in-
consistencies. Thus, we pursue the alternative of generat-
ing slices independently, instead of all at once. We explore
two main possible architectures to do so: conditional GANs
(cGANs) and fine tuning GANs through transfer learning.

In a conditional GAN, the generator is allowed to gen-
erate not only off of a latent random variable, but also with
a conditional variable that determines the distribution the
output is drawn from. For instance, in the MNIST dataset,
when generating images of handwritten digits from 0 to 9,
the conditional variable would be the specific digit we are
generating. Similarly, we could generate individual brain
slices conditioned on the location of that brain slice, re-
ferred to as y, as in Equation 2:

min
G

max
D

(Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x|y)] + Ex∼pz(x)

[log(1−D(G(z|y)))])
(2)

The other approach considered is to train individual deep
convolutional GANs (dcGANs) for different slices within
the brain i.e. if we had N slices we would have N GANs.
However, this is likely computationally unfeasible for the
scope of this project and also doesn’t leverage the similarity
between slices. Thus, we can instead train a sparse set of
deep convolutional GANs to generate slices at specific in-
tervals within the brain, and then fine tune the in between
slices by transfer learning off the closest pretrained dcGAN.
The major improvement with dcGAN over a typical GAN
architecture is an increased leveraging of the image nature
of the input, as presented in [22].

3.5. Flow Generation

The goal of this section is to understand how MRI slices
change temporally, referred to as the flow of the MRI scan.
Such spatial and temporal information is crucial in gener-
ating faithful 3D reconstructions. Our task is defined as,
given an input image Xi at timestamp i, estimate an im-
age Yi, which is a reconstruction of Xi+1. Thus, we can
frame the computation at each time step as an image to im-
age translation problem.

There are many ways to formulate such a task, including
trying to directly generate the image in a traditional deep
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learning framework or trying out models within a GAN
framework. Ultimately, our review of literature revealed the
pre-existing pix2pix model as the current gold standard for
such image translation tasks [17]. The core architecture of
pix2pix is a conditional GAN, where the input slice is our
condition, the next slice is the output, and the mapping is
learned in a generative sense with a latent hidden variable.
The objective function becomes easier to learn when mix-
ing the GAN loss with a L1 loss comparison to the ground
truth, as defined in Equation 3:

min
G

max
D

(Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼pz(x)

[log(1−D(G(z)))]) + λ(Ex,y,z[||y −G(x, z)||1])
(3)

The generator is based off a standard UNet architecture,
which resembles a deep CNN with a series of 2D convolu-
tion layers with progressive down sampling culminating in
a bottleneck layer, after which the process is reversed, thus
attaining the trademark ”U” structure. Furthermore, this ar-
chitecture also contains skip connections to help gradient
flow and learning between layers i and n − i, where n is
the total number of layers. For the purposes of this task, we
train a pix2pix model that generates subsequent 2D slices.

3.6. 3D Reconstruction

One naive way to generate multiple timesteps of a 3D
brain is to simply run pix2pix by itself repeatedly to gener-
ate the full mask. However, trying pix2pix alone without a
guiding parent architecture results on compounding errors,
as discussed in Experiments. Thus, to fully take advantage
of the sequential nature of MRI images, we decided to wrap
the utility of pix2pix in an RNN. The RNN allows us to
make use of the short distance and long distance relation-
ships between sequential 2D brain slices in generating the
full 3D image, and each step can thus contribute to slices
generated in the future.

The core cell architecture of our model is a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) cell. RNNs naturally pass previ-
ous cell states (st−1) sequentially to future cell calculations,
which is what helps capture short term and long term depen-
dencies, as in Equation 4:

st = tanh(Uxt +Wst−1)

ot = softmax(V st)
(4)

The learnable parameters are the weight matrices, U ,W ,
and V . We additionally pass in three inputs to each RNN
cell, which are concatenated in xt. These inputs are 1) the
direct output of the previous cell, 2) the output of pix2pix
on that image, and 3) the general brain image at that slice,
as generated in Brain Generalization, with the slice posi-
tion being specified as in Slice Localization. While the gen-
eral brain image captures the overall physical structure that

the outputted slice should match, the previous cell’s output
and the output of pix2pix capture the sequential flows and
minute transforms that the model learns. Thus, these in-
puts are passed into the modified RNN cell, which combines
them to predict the next slice; this process is then repeated
for however many time steps are necessary to form the full
3D reconstruction.

3.7. Implementation Details

For Slice Localization, we pre-processed data such that
intensities fell between 0 to 1. To train, we trained for 10
epochs with a batch size of 64 with an Adam optimizer
(learning rate 1e-9) over Mean Squared Error loss (MSE)
in the regression setting and categorial cross entropy loss
in the classification setting. For Brain Generalization, we
trained the DCGAN for 1500 epochs with a batch size of
32. We used an Adam optimizer for the discriminator with
a learning rate of 2e-4. The loss function is binary cross
entropy with latent noise having dimension of 100. The
last layer has a tanh activation to speed up learning, as has
been demonstrated for GANs, so data is pre-processed to
lie within the -1 to 1 range [16]. We update the discrim-
inator once every three times the generator is updated to
allow the models to train optimally, as determined empiri-
cally. For Flow Generation, we trained our pix2pix model
for 100 epochs with a batch size of 32. We used an Adam
Optimizer with learning rate 2e-4 optimizing MSE loss. We
start the discriminator with 64 filters, and likewise for the
generator. As before, the last activation is tanh, so data is
pre-processed from -1 to 1 for our final model. Finally, for
3D Reconstruction, we train for 100 epochs with a batch
size of 32 and Adam Optimizer (learning rate 2e-5) opti-
mizing a weighted form of both L1 and L2 loss (with more
weight being assigned to L1 to discourage blurred images),
with a custom RNN cell.

4. Experiments

As mentioned in the Dataset section, our data was split
into train, validation, and test sets. We will be training our
models on the training set, and then using the validation set
to tune hyperparameters. We will first be evaluating each of
our independent methods (Slice Localization, Brain Gener-
alization, Flow Generation) separately to fine tune each, and
then they will be evaluated together in the full end to end 3D
Reconstruction system. All quantitative and qualitative re-
sults presented initially will be on the validation sets, unless
otherwise stated. After an overall best model is found based
on the validation sets, we also present end to end results on
the test set.

Evaluation Metrics Drawing on prior work for image
comparisons, we used a few main evaluation metrics for an-
alyzing quality of generated images compared to the ground
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truth image for the Brain Generaliztion, Flow Generation,
and 3D Reconstruction tasks.

1. MSE Mean Squared Error, or MSE, is the averaged
squared error going pixel by pixel between the gen-
erated and true image, i.e. squared L2 distance be-
tween the two images. A lower MSE indicates that
two images are more similar, while a higher MSE in-
dicates dissimilarities between images. Also, note that
when evaluating images, all pixel values are normal-
ized down to the 0 to 1 range, thus naturally producing
a lower magnitude for all accuracy metrics [8].

2. PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, or PSNR, is often
used to determine the quality of loss compression al-
gorithms, but it can also be reapplied to the reconstruc-
tion task as well by evaluating the ratio of noise present
in a representation of an image compared to the ground
truth, or ”maximum power of signal”. A low PSNR in-
dicates a lot of noise compared to the signal, while a
high PSNR indicates lower noise, thus a high PSNR is
preferred in this task, as it means the two images are
relatively alike [8].

3. SSIM Structural Similarity Index, or SSIM, is an im-
provement upon MSE and PSNR in that instead of
measuring absolute error, it measures the structural
changes between images and thus is more suited for
image comparison or differentiation. SSIM scores fall
between -1 and 1, where higher scores between images
mean that the images are more similar [8].

4. Inception Score We also looked into the Inception
score as a possible evaluation metric, but recent re-
search has raised doubt about its validity in helping
choose between models so we decided to not use it [7].

Note that all metrics are evaluated on the validation test
unless otherwise stated, besides the final end to end model,
which is evaluated on the test set. More information about
the pros and cons of these measures, especially in the con-
text of GAN evaluation, can be found in Borji et. al. [8]. For
Slice Localization, we simply report metrics on identifying
the correct image in a regression setting through MSE, as
well as in several classification settings, through precision,
recall, accuracy, and F1 score.

1. Precision Precision is the ratio of true positive classifi-
cations to the total number of positive classifications.

2. Recall Recall is the ratio of true positive classifica-
tions over the sum of true positives and false negatives
(i.e. how many examples should have been classified
as positive).

3. Accuracy Accuracy is the ratio of examples correctly
classified to the total number of examples.

FFN CNN DCNN DCNN-Res
MSE 0.1269 0.0807 0.0885 0.0803
Accuracy 0.6662 0.9559 0.9253 0.9602
Precision 0.8287 0.9562 0.9284 0.9604
Recall 0.3856 0.9554 0.9212 0.9553
F1 Score 0.4865 0.9558 0.9247 0.9578

Table 1: This shows various accuracy metrics for our clas-
sification task. Note that an example is correct if it falls
within the correct 20% of the scan. We see that FFN lags
behind, simple CNN outperforms deep CNN, and DCNN
with skip connections slightly outperforms simple.

4. F1 Score F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall, as defined below in Equation 5:

F1 =
2

1
precision + 1

recall

=
2

TP+FP
TP + TP+FN

TP

(5)

where TP is the number of true positives, FP is false
positives, and FN is false negatives.

4.1. Slice Localization

For Slice Localization, we investigated the performance
of a variety of baseline models. In Table 1, we present accu-
racy metrics for a FFN, simple CNN, deep CNN, and deep
CNN with residual (skip) connections in two modes of eval-
uation: regression, and five class classification.

By the results presented in Table 1, we see that FFN is
likely not complex enough and its lack of convolutions lose
significant spatial and temporal information about the im-
age, which are necessary to classify it. We see that the sim-
ple CNN, due to the presence of convolutions do a much
better job at classifying slices. The deep CNNs however,
perform worse likely due to the size of the network produc-
ing a vanishing gradient problem. This is rectified by using
deep CNNs with skip connections, which achieves slightly
superior performance to the simple CNN. However, we still
choose to use the simple CNN because it takes less time to
run while offering minimal performance losses, a key con-
sideration as we design an efficient end to end system.

4.2. Brain Generalization

Training a GAN directly for the 3D generation prob-
lem is quite difficult as the discriminator achieves 0 loss
fairly quickly and therefore stops training, thus hampering
the progress of the generator. As a result, since learning
a whole 3D distribution at once is difficult, we explore the
DCGAN and cGAN, which learn separate 2D distributions
and combine them.

Here, we present qualitative results in the form of gener-
ated images, as in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3, we note
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that the DCGAN approach of generating 2D distributions
separately is easier to train and leads to visually more rea-
sonable images. For each slice, we see that the DCGAN
produces a less blurry and noisy image compared to the
cGAN, whose generated images are not at all representative
of a typical brain scan. Therefore, we decided to further
tune the DCGAN model and use it to accomplish our Brain
Generalization task.

Figure 3: Here, we display slices generated in intervals of
22 using the cGAN (top) and DCGAN (bottom). We see
that cGAN results are much more noisy and DCGAN pro-
duces more accurate reconstructions. These slices are illus-
trative of all 220 slices we generated for.

4.3. Flow Generation

4.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation

For this section, we experimented with various other mod-
els mentioned in the Slice Classification task such as FFN,
shallow CNN, deep CNN, deep CNN with skip connec-
tions, Unets, Vnets, among others in order to achieve our
goal of image to image mapping (generating the next 2D
slice). However, pix2pix combines these types of architec-
tures within a GAN framework and as mentioned is cur-
rently the gold standard for these types of tasks. We saw
better results using pix2pix, and we present these results in
Table 2.

We see in Table 2 that the pix2pix model is quite adept
at predicting one successive slice. On average, the model
achieves MSE of around 2e-3, which is quite low, even on
our compressed 0 to 1 scale for pixels, indicating high slice
to slice similarity. Similar, PSNR is quite high, around 75
on average, indicating a high amount of peak signal com-
pared to noise. Finally, SSIM is on average around .9, with
1 being the maximum indicating identical images, so the
model performs well by this measure as well. Due to the

MSE PSNR SSIM

Pix2Pix
Worst 4.20e-3 71.893 0.8675
Avg 2.17e-3 75.567 0.9109
Best 3.16e-6 103.129 0.9996

Table 2: We present our evaluation of the pix2pix model on
this problem, giving MSE, PSNR, and SSIM. We see that
the mode performs quite well, with low MSE values, high
PSNR, and SSIM close to 1.

superior performance of pix2pix compared to our baseline
models, we decided to implement it for our Flow Genera-
tion task to generate successive slices.

4.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Input (x1) GT (x2) Gen (x2) Gen (x3) Gen (x4)

Figure 4: A sequence of 2D slice generations by pix2pix
(Gen) and corresponding ground truth (GT). We see the sec-
ond generated image is quite accurate and the model cor-
rectly identifies the brain should be getting smaller, but the
images get blurrier, a common problem with GANs.

In Figure 4, we see that the pix2pix model is viable as the
immediately generated image is quite close to the ground
truth, visually and spatially. Furthermore, the model also
captures that the images should get smaller as it moves
along, as this represents the MRI scan moving towards its
end, and the skull gets smaller in the process. However, we
see that successive generated images are not quite as clear,
as there seems to be some introduced noise and blurriness,
a typical problem for GANs, and something we hope can
be improved with RNNs, which update and compute loss
quicker, thus mitigating the effects of errors compounding.

4.4. End to End 3D Reconstruction

4.4.1 Quantitative Evaluation

In this subsection we present the final results of our end to
end 3D Reconstruction tasks, which as mentioned combines
the components detailed above into an RNN framework for
2D to 3D image generation. In Figure 5, we detail the per-
formance of this model on the validation and test sets. We
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compare our novel RNN model, MRNGAN, to an iterative
pix2pix based baseline approach.

Figure 5: We present MSE, PSNR, and SSIM on the valida-
tion set along with pix2pix results, as well as MRNGAN re-
sults on the test set. We see MRNGAN outperforms pix2pix
in all metrics on the validation set, and that it performs rea-
sonably well on the test set.

In Figure 5, we present accuracy measures slice by slice
for pix2pix and MRNGAN on the validation set, and test
set results for MRNGAN. We see that as expected slices
are more accurate the closer we go to the ground truth 2D
image. Errors do compound as the model moves forward,
but these errors do not increase and compound as rapidly
as they did simply running pix2pix on top of itself, as ev-
ident by better performance on all metrics for MRNGAN
compared to pix2pix, thus validating the use of an RNN.

Overall, we see that accuracy of the overall reconstruc-
tion is reasonable, with fairly low values for MSE, fairly
high values for PSNR, and values near 1 for SSIM. While
all these numbers have room for improvement, nevertheless
this model shows significant promise in the very important
field of 2D to 3D reconstruction.

4.4.2 Qualitative Evaluation

As mentioned, simply running pix2pix on top of itself in
the forward and backwards direction is one method of ac-
complishing the 2D to 3D generation task. In Figure 6, we
present qualitative and visual results for that approach and
compare it to some sample fully generated 3D brains by the
RNN framework.
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Figure 6: Multiple slice outputs of MRNGAN and pix2pix.
We see that the MRNGAN end to end model provides rea-
sonable reproductions of the ground truth image, while
pix2pix produces very noisy data the farther away it gets
from the given 2D slice, thus validating our use of an RNN.

We see in Figure 6 that image quality gets lower the fur-
ther away we move from the source ground truth image. As
discussed, this is due to errors compounding as loss is only
computed and the model is only updated after all slices are
generated. This is partially rectified with an RNN frame-
work, as loss is computed at each time step and models are
updated far more frequently within a 3D generation, instead
of at the end. Thus, this validates the use of an RNN frame-
work to accomplish our end to end 3D Reconstruction Task.
As mentioned, we see the RNN model, while still showing
some signs of compounding errors, mitigates many of the
problems present in the simple pix2pix approach and er-
rors do not seem to compound to quite the same degree.
Thus, the RNN approach produces more faithful image re-
constructions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have detailed a novel methodology
specifically to address the problem of 3D MRI reconstruc-
tion from a single 2D brain slice. We formulated an end to
end model to accomplish this task, which combines classi-
fying slices’ position in the 3D mask, generating an aver-
age brain scan, using the pix2pix image translation model
to generate successive 2D slices, and finally combining all
these elements into an RNN architecture to generate 3D
scans from a 2D slice. As detailed in the Experiments sec-
tion, this model shows significant promise in the confines
of this 3D brain scan reconstruction task. Given this, in the
future, we hope that this work can be translated to general
image reconstruction tasks across a variety of fields, a key
advancement which could be crucial in augmenting various
datasets and improving the efficacy of a wide array of deep
learning applications.
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8. Starter Code
All models were implemented in Keras and Tensorflow

[9], [4]. All slice localization models were implemented
from scratch. The conditional GAN and DCGANs starting
models were taken from Github [10], though the architec-
tures were modified, and the repository was mostly used
for its structure of the training loop. The architecture for
Pix2Pix was taken as is from [10], with the major modifica-
tions related to hyperparameters and loading in data. Other
architectures we tried out before deciding to use Pix2Pix,
such as other CNNs, and transfer learned models were im-
plemented primarily from scratch. The custom RNN code
was implemented through a trial-and-error process, based
on examples like [19], [6], [3], and a library called recur-
rentshop, [12], [11]. Other models we explored, such as
VAEs were implemented following tutorials like [1].
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